
The Mariner

Hit Dice: d8
Weapon Proficiency: Basic Weapons, Mariner Weapons + one other weapon group feat
Armour Proficiency: Armour Proficiency (Light) feat
Shield Proficiency: None
Skill Points: 6 + Int modifier per level, ×4 at 1st level
Class Skills: Balance (Dex), Climb (Str), Craft (Int), Gather Information (Cha), Intimidate 

(Cha), Jump (Str), Knowledge (geography), Profession (Sailor) (Wis), Speak 
Language, Spot (Wis), Survival (Wis), Swim (Str), Tumble (Dex), Use Rope 
(Dex).

Progression

Level Base Attack 
Bonus

Fort 
Save

Ref 
Save

Will 
Save

Special

1st +0 +2 +2 +0 Bonus Feat, Seamanship +1, Sailor Lore
2nd +1 +3 +3 +0 Dirty Strike +1d4
3rd +2 +3 +3 +1 Special Ability, Seamanship +2
4th +3 +4 +4 +1 Bonus Feat
5th +3 +4 +4 +1 Special Ability, Seamanship +3
6th +4 +5 +5 +1 Dirty Strike +2d4
7th +5 +5 +5 +2 Special Ability, Seamanship +4
8th +6/+1 +6 +6 +2 Bonus Feat
9th +6/+1 +6 +6 +2 Special Ability, Seamanship +5
10th +7/+2 +7 +7 +3 Dirty Strike +3d4
11th +8/+3 +7 +7 +3 Special Ability, Seamanship +6
12th +9/+4 +8 +8 +3 Bonus Feat
13th +9/+4 +8 +8 +4 Special Ability, Seamanship +7
14th 10/+5 +9 +9 +4 Dirty Strike +4d4
15th +11/+6/+1 +9 +9 +4 Special Ability, Seamanship +8
16th +12/+7/+2 +10 +10 +5 Bonus Feat
17th +12/+7/+2 +10 +10 +5 Special Ability, Seamanship +9
18th +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +5 Dirty Strike +5d4
19th +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +6 Special Ability, Seamanship +10
20th +15/+10/+5 +12 +12 +6 Bonus Feat

Bonus Feats

At 1st level, a mariner gets a bonus marine-orientated feat in addition to the feat that 
any 1st-level character gets and the bonus feat granted to a human character..  The 
mariner  gains  an additional  bonus feat  at  4th level  and every four mariner  levels 
thereafter (8th, 12th 16th and 20th). These bonus feats must be drawn from the feats 
listed below. A mariner must still meet all prerequisites for a bonus feat, including 
ability  score  and  base  attack  bonus  minimums.  All  feats  are  from  the  Player's  
Handbook unless otherwise stated.

Acrobatic, Agile, Alertness, Aquatic Shot (Stormwrack), Combat Expertise, Combat 
Reflexes, Curling Wave Strike (Stormwrack), Dirty Fighting (Sword & Fist), Dodge, 
Far Shot, Force of Personality (Complete Adventurer), Goad (Complete Adventurer), 
Great Captain (Stormwrack), Great Fortitude, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Feint, 
Improved Initiative,  Improved Trip,  Leadership,  Lightning Reflexes, Mobility,  Old 
Salt  (Stormwrack),  Point  Blank  Shot,  Power  Attack,  Quickdraw,  Sailor's  Balance 



(Stormwrack),  Sea  Legs  (Stormwrack),  Skill  Focus,  Toughness,  Weapon  Finesse, 
Weapon Focus, Weapon Group (Exotic Weapons).

Seamanship (Ex)

At first level,  the Mariner gains a +1 competence bonus on all  Profession (sailor) 
checks.  This  bonus  increase  by  an  additional  +1  at  each  odd  numbered  level 
thereafter. Seamanship gained from two different classes stacks.

Sailor Lore (Ex)

A mariner picks up a lot of knowledge by listening to local gossip in various ports of 
call or from the sea stories of shipmates. A mariner may make a a special sailor lore 
check with a bonus equal to his class level + his Intelligence modifier to see whether 
he knows some relevent information about local people or history, far away places or 
strange superstitions. This check will not necessarily reveal true information, as much 
of the time the mariner has heard the information from someone who has heard it 
from someone else, who heard it from someone else etc. The mariner may not take 10 
or take 20 on this check. The DM will determine the exact difficulty of the check, 
although it should be comparable to checks made against the Bardic Knowledge class 
ability.

Dirty Strike (Ex)

The mariner is adept at manoeuvres such as hitting below the belt, head butts, sucker 
punches and the like.  From 2nd level  the mariner  gains the ability to perform an 
unexpected  manoeuvre to cause additional  damage.  In any round that  the mariner 
makes a full attack action he may add his Dirty Strike damage to each successful 
mêlée  attack.  This  damage  increases  by 1d4 every  four  mariner  levels  thereafter. 
Damage  from the  Dirty  Strike  ability  stacks  with  additional  damage  gained  from 
selecting the Dirty Fighting feat, or from sneak attack damage derived from levels in 
Rogue or similar class as long as the criteria for all abilities is met. The additional 
damage inflicted with a Dirty Strike is not multiplied in the event of a critical hit.

Special Ability

On attaining 3rd level,  and every two levels  thereafter,  a mariner  gains a Special 
Ability – a peculiar knack derrived from his life and times at sea. A choice of abilities 
are listed below; the mariner will not be able to select them all over the course of 
twenty levels.

Abandon Ship (Ex): The mariner is adept at saving his own skin by throwing himself 
into the arms of the sea. If the mariner's escape route from combat involves hurling 
himself  into any large body of water he may take a special  action to escape.  The 
mariner may move up to four times his speed, and take 10 on any Jump or Tumble 
check required to reach safety. He does not provoke an attack of opportunity from his 
opponent, nor any other foe whose threat range he enters, as long as he moves without 
interruption from his current position to the safety of the water. Using Abandon Ship 



is a full round action. If the mariner selects this ability he may not select the Fear of 
the Sea special ability (see below).

All Weather Sailor (Ex): The mariner is used to taking the helm, or the tiller, in the 
most extreme and dire weather conditions. He is considered to be under the effect of a 
continuous  endure elements spell.  The mariner  can exist  comfortably between the 
temperatures of -40°F and 140°F (-40°C to 60°C). Like the spell, the mariner has no 
special defence against fire or cold damage, or other environmental hazards such as 
smoke or lack of air. Unlike the spell, the mariner's equipment is not protected.

Dog Watch (Ex): The mariner is used to having his sleep broken by taking a watch in 
the middle of the night. During the dog watch the mariner can apply his Seamanship 
bonus to any constitution checks in order to stay awake. Additionally, mariners with 
this ability who are also spellcasters  do not need eight continuous hours of rest to 
regain their spells. They may instead have two blocks of four hours continuous rest. 
They must still have eight hours in total.

Fear of the Sea (Ex): Despite being a sailor, the mariner is completely petrified of 
the water and will do everything to avoid emersion in it. Often this includes taking a 
bath.  The mariner  may add his  Seamanship  bonus to  any attack  roll,  skill  check, 
ability  check  or  saving  throw  that  allows  him  to  avoid  contact  with  water.  For 
example, if he has to climb around a sea cave wall it applies to his Climb check; if it 
is to avoid being thrown into a bath by a burly crewmate it applies to his opposed 
grapple check; if a wizard lobs a water-ball at him it applies to his Reflex saving 
throw. The Seamanship bonus can only be applied once, so if (for example) a mariner 
has the Fear of the Sea and the Swing from the Yardarm special abilities he can only 
apply his Seamanship bonus to Climb checks once, regardless of the circumstances. If 
the mariner is dumped in water he is automatically shaken for one round (-2 to attack 
rolls, skill checks, ability checks and saving throws). This ability does not prevent the 
mariner from entering water, it is up to the player to determine how severe a phobia 
his character's Fear of the Sea ability is. The mariner may still take ranks in the Swim 
skill normally. Mariners with this special ability cannot also select the Abandon Ship 
or Keelhaul Survior special abilities.

Girl in Every Port (Ex): The mariner's charm and wit (or cheap rum and ready cash) 
means he is never short of company on his travels. The mariner makes friends and 
lovers with remarkable ease. The mariner may apply his Seamanship bonus to Gather 
Information checks in any port he has previously visited.

Keelhaul  Survivor  (Ex): The  mariner  has  survived  drowning  on  more  than  one 
occasion. This has given him the ability to hold his breath for longer than is normal 
for his race. He can hold his breath for a number of rounds equal to three-times his 
contitution score instead of twice his constitution score. After this period he must still 
make the normal checks to avoid drowning. If the mariner selects this ability he may 
not select the Fear of the Sea special ability (see above).

Know the Ropes (Ex): The mariner is an expert knotsman who knows his slippery 
hitch from his rigger's bend. The mariner may apply his Seamanship bonus to Use 
Rope checks.



Lick o' the Cat (Ex): The mariner knows what it  takes to motivate men to jump 
when he says jump. When using a whip, the mariner may apply his Seamanship bonus 
to Intimidate checks to change another's behaviour or to demoralise them in combat. 
In order to use this knack the mariner must be proficient in the whip. If he is trying to 
demoralise an opponent then he must be using the whip in combat against him. This 
ability grants no proficiency with the whip. Otherwise the mariner must abide by all 
the other rules as laid down in the description of the Intimidate skill. Good aligned 
mariners may feel uncomfortable if they select this ability.

Sign  of  the  Albatross  (Su): The  mariner  is  a  superstitious  cove,  who  sees  any 
number of dark omens and mysterious portents in every day life. A mariner with this 
ability considers himself adept at reading the signs, and sounding off on whether they 
will be of benefit or detriment to the crew. This gives him a power similar to the 
augury spell that he can use once per day.

The mariner spends one minute considering a particular action or enterprise. After he 
has determined all the variables he makes a Sailor Lore check. The base DC of the 
check is 10, but the difficulty is modified by the number of individuals involved in the 
prediction and how far into the future the mariner is trying to predict. See the table 
below:

Base DC 10
Per individual affected in addition to mariner +1 DC
Per day into the future (max 20 days) +1 DC (max +20)

So a mariner trying to determine the benefit of an action that he alone intends to take 
in the afternoon of the same day would be DC 10. A mariner trying to predict the fate 
of a ship full of thirty sailors over the course of their two week voyage would be DC 
54. The mariner may not look further into the future than one day per mariner level, if 
the  task  or  action  could  not  feasibly  be  completed  in  that  time  then  the  attempt 
automatically fails.

If the check fails, the power is wasted but the mariner suffers no ill effect. If the check 
succeeds then the mariner learns if the enterprise or action will predominantly be for 
the good (Weal)  or for the bad (Woe).  If  the mariner  receives  the Woe result  he 
believes the enterprise is cursed, and may well have nothing to do with it.

If the mariner declares an action to be Woe, then all those individuals for which the 
mariner made the prediction (including himself) suffer a -2 penalty to all attacks rolls, 
skill  checks,  ability  checks  and  saving  throws  if  they  try  to  attempt  the  action 
regardless. If the mariner declares an action to be Weal, then all those individuals for 
which the mariner made the prediction (again including himself) gain a +2 morale 
bonus to attack rolls, skill checks, ability checks and saving throws for the duration of 
the action predicted.

Those who have reason to disbelieve the mariner, may make a saving throw to avoid 
this affect.  But they must declare their  wish to make it before the result (Weal or 
Woe)  is  declared.  The  DC is  10  + half  the  mariner's  level  +  mariner's  Charisma 
modifier.  Success  means  that  they  ignore  the  penalties  or  the  bonuses  of  the 



prediction. Obviously, the penalties of a Woe result can also be ignored by simply not 
going through with the action in the first place.

Mutinous Dog (Ex): The mariner doesn't respond well to authority figures. He is a 
constant thorn in the side of his captain, and if he is a captain he is an utter maverick 
completely disregarding the orders of his superiors or the law of the land. The mariner 
gains the  slippery mind ability. He is able to wriggle free from magical effects that 
would otherwise control or compel him. If a mariner with slippery mind is affected by 
an enchantment spell or effect and fails his saving throw, he can attempt it again one 
round later  at  the same DC. He gets only this one extra chance to succeed on his 
saving throw.

Splice the Mainbrace (Ex): Years at sea has made the mariner a hardened drinker 
with a surprising tolerance for alcohol. He gains a +2 bonus to Fortitude saves against 
poison, and may apply his Seamanship bonus to any Constitution checks to avoid, 
endure or mitigate the effects of drink.

Swing from the Yardarm (Ex): Scampering all over tall masted riggers and brigs 
have given the mariner an almost monkey-like climbing skill. He can now apply his 
Seamanship bonus to Climb checks.

Tattooed Man (Ex): The mariner is convered in tattoos and body-piercings. He looks 
exotic and savage. He gains a +4 bonus to Intimidate checks against non-mariners. 
This  stacks  with  any bonus  gained  from the  Lick  o'the  Cat  special  ability  if  the 
mariner decides to select it.

Thar She  Blows!  (Ex): All  those  long  hours  in  the  crow's  nest  squinting  at  the 
horizon have paid off.  The mariner  can now apply his  Seamanship bonus to Spot 
checks.

Touch of the Sun (Ex): The mariner spends most of his time in the salt air, with his 
shirt off and under the baking sun. He is heavily tanned, and his skin has taken on a 
rugged leathery quality. The mariner gains +1 natural armour. This bonus stacks with 
any other bonus to natural armour the character might have, unless otherwise stated.

X Marks the Spot (Ex): The mariner's adventures on uncharted atolls and deserted 
islands have made him a supreme navigator, with the ability to find his way back to 
his buried treasure with unerring accuracy.  The mariner can apply his Seamanship 
bonus to all Knowledge (geography) checks.

Analysis of the Changes

The mariner has had a significant hit of power and utility in this revision. Comparing 
his progression before and after the change, or even the old house rules with what we 
have here, shows significant additions and alterations. The mariner is now a class that 
you would want to play all the way to level 20. However, he can still be out-fought by 
the fighter, out-stealthed by the rogue and out-performed by the bard. The mariner 
does what he does better than anyone else, but he doesn't overwhelm existing classes. 
At least that is my hope.



Base attack bonus, saving throws, armour and shield proficiency,  hit dice and skill 
points  are unchanged. Weapon Proficiency now uses the rules for Weapon Group 
Feats from Unearthed Arcana but are otherwise unchanaged from the guidance laid 
down in that book. Everything else has been revised.

• Class Skills: Knowledge (geography) has been added to the list of the mariner's 
class skills. I think everyone should agree this makes sense.

• Seamanship: In  the  original  version  of  the  Mariner,  the  Seamanship  bonus 
applied to Profession (Sailor), Balance and Climb. The bonus was +1 at 1st level 
increasing by +1 at levels 5, 9, 13 and 17 to a maximum of +5 at level 17. These 
proposed  changes  would  mean  that  the  Seamanship  bonus  only  applies  to 
Profession  (Sailor),  but  increases  by  +1  at  every  odd  numbered  level  to  a 
maximum of +10 at 19th level.

This  change  makes  the  Mariner's  Seamanship  ability  the  same  as  the  Dread 
Pirate's ability of the same name, and it makes it easier to treat Seamanship as a 
generic class feature that many ocean-going classes and prestige classes have it 
common. It is then very easy to argue that Seamanship gained in different classes 
stacks. All for the benefit of the player.

The special abilities introduced below, enable the mariner to apply his seamanship 
bonus to other skills including Balance and Climb.

• Sailor Lore: Mechanically unchanged. However, it has more utility as it can be 
used in combination with the Luck of the Albatross special ability.

• Dirty Strike: These are house rules are unchanged from my previous take on the 
mariner, but they are very different from the originally published material. Dirty 
Strike functions exactly like the Dirty Fighting feat published in Sword and Fist. 
This means the additional damage can be brought into play whenever the mariner 
uses  the  full  attack  action.  This  makes  the  ability  significantly  more  useful. 
Damage for the dirty strike is kept much less than Sneak Attack because it can be 
used more often than sneak attack.  I have changed the progression.  Originally 
Dirty Strike was gained at levels 1, 6, 10, 14 and 18. In the new progression it is 
acquired at levels 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20. This was done to rationalise the mariner's 
progression.

• Bonus Feats: In the original Mariner progression, the character receieved a bonus 
feat from a prescribed list at level one and then every three levels (at level 4, 7, 10, 
13, 16, 19) for a maximum of seven bonus feats by level nineteen. In the proposed 
progression, the Mariner gets a bonus feat  at level one, and then picks one up 
every four levels (at levels 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20) for a total of six bonus feats by 
level twenty. A reduction in power.

My primary reason for this was to give the mariner a rational ability progression 
where he got something every level. Losing one feat over the course of twenty 
levels was offset by the introduction of the special abilities for the class. The trade 
off seemed worth it to me.



The  list  of  bonus  feats  has  been  revised.  Largely,  this  was  to  include  feats 
published in sources beyond the  Player's Handbook.  The following feats  were 
added to the mariner's  bonus feat  list:  Acrobatic,  Agile,  Aquatic  Shot,  Curling 
Wave Strike, Dirty Fighting, Force of Personality, Goad, Great Captain, Sailor's 
Balance and Sea Legs.

• Special  Abilities: The  mariner  as  it  originally  appeared  did  not  have  enough 
oomph. There wasn't anything particuarly unique about the class, and to select it 
would not have been an optimal choice for a player. At third level and every odd 
numbered level thereafter, the mariner picks up a special ability. All these are tied 
directly to ships and the sea, and are hopefully quite evocative of the mariner's 
life. Fifteen abilities are listed, but the mariner may only choose nine of them on 
his way to twentieth level.

Of  the  fifteen  listed  abilities  eight  of  them  allow  the  mariner  to  add  his 
Seamanship bonus to other skills or checks as well as Profession (Sailor). A high 
level mariner might then have a number of skills at very high levels, but is that 
really going to make that much difference by the time the characters reach 20th 
level? Even if the mariner does have +40 to spot by this stage, hasn't he earned it? 
And aren't level appropriate threats likely to have Hide skills in the same range?

The remaining seven are slightly more powerful. Some are just fun (I particularly 
like Abandon Ship) and some such as Fear of the Sea and Luck of the Albatross 
would  need  close  scrutiny  and play  testing  to  remove  any holes  in  my hasty 
mechanics.

Taken as a whole (Dirty Strike + bonus feats + special abilities + base attack + 
saves + hit points + skill points) I think the mariner balances well with the other 
classes.
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